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By Mr. Tarr (by request), a petition (subject to Joint Rule 12) (accompanied by bill, Senate, No.    
) of Joseph Toolan  for legislation to establish a Health Administration Corporation.  Children, 
Families and Persons with Disabilities.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

_______________

In the One Hundred and Eighty-Ninth General Court
(2015-2016)

_______________

An Act to establish a Health Administration Corporation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by the authority 
of the same, as follows:

1 Emergency Preamble-

2 “Whereas, the deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat its purpose, which is 

3 forthwith to consolidate time and expense involved in the administration of labor and material 

4 coverage policy pertaining to Health administration, therefore, it is hereby declared to be an 

5 emergency law, necessary for the immediate preservation of the public convenience." 

6 Authorization and appropriation to administer contracts of applications and filings of the 

7 Health Administration Corporation.

8 Section 1- appropriation authority granted by the General Court of the Commonwealth of 

9 Massachusetts to collect contract records of public service providers and consumer applications 

10 for appropriation transfers administered by the Commissioner of the Health Administration 

11 Corporation.
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12 a. The appropriation contracts cover filings for open enrollment health insurance policy 

13 to cover all provider and consumer applicants.

14 b. Hospitality Resorts is an awarded example of a “provider contract policy” featuring: 

15 Full foster care policy covering housing, health, transportation, maintenance, independent 

16 education, literature, entertainment, foster care, group and individual expense allowance, diet and 

17 exercise coverage, full travel expense and portable policy coverage, Full provider policy 

18 coverage for applicant employers, accommodated employment, vocational assistance and 

19 training, paid health, foster care, sick leave, disability benefits and retirement pension plan.

20 c. Joseph Toolan Fertility and Foster Care Policy is an awarded example of a “provider 

21 contract policy” featuring: Clinical Research, Fertility and Full Family Foster Care Policy.

22 1. Foster care research study and fertility policy addressing the diagnosis, treatment and 

23 follow on research reports to a life long foster care study of the effects of impregnation by 

24 Joseph Toolan and study of the effects of his limited custody on child development and analysis 

25 of identifiable variables directly related to the foster care approach to long term family 

26 development and overall wellness.

27 2. Provider contract for Joseph Toolan’s Fertility and Foster Care Policy complete 

28 ongoing fertility and foster care research at an awarded $1 million dollars with an ongoing 

29 interest set at 1000% a day of principle balance in a Joseph Toolan Fertility and Foster Care 

30 Trust account.

31 Section 2- Health Administration Corporation Policy provides coverage to applicants of 

32 public service licenses and appropriations for contracts to establish open enrollment health 

33 insurance coverage policies, health care networks, insurance providers, health care organizations, 
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34 investors in health, public service employees, employers, foster care, organizations, research and 

35 investments.

36 a. The appropriation to administer the Health Administration Corporation is set at 

37 $100,000,000 with a daily interest set at 1000% the principle balance in a Health Administration 

38 Corporation treasury trust account administered by the Commissioner of the Health 

39 Administration Corporation.

40 Section 3-The Health Administration Corporation administers a report to the General 

41 Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts describing the annual general appropriation 

42 investments of the corporation.


